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, is in general a non-
integrable factor, i.e. it depends on the integration path C.
Although eq. (1) solves formally the Schrodinger equation, the holonomy involves in a non trivial way the dynamics
of the gauge potential, hiding all the complications related to A. Our goal below will be to nd an approximate
expression for the holonomy, valid for small values of the fundamental noncommutative parameter .
In the following we assume that wavefunctions in the plane belong to a noncommutative algebra characterized by
the Moyal product, dened as


















































?  = k
j
 ; (4)
we are assuming, of course, that the magnetic eld is zero everywhere except in the origin.


















































F ) = k
j
: (6)
Now, one can solve (6) perturbatively expanding F and A
j
















































The rst term in the RHS is just the free particle solution if we interpret k
j
as the wave number, and the second term
is the U (1) holonomy for the commutative case. Thus, at zero order we reproduce the solution of the commutative
case Schrodinger equation.






















) = 0; (11)



















































3The rst term in the RHS of (12) is an additive correction to the commutative holonomy which, together with the






























































































































Now, we analyze the dierent terms in (16): The rst one in the exponential is the usual holonomy, corrected to
order , which classies the dierent homotopy classes. The term in (15) is a noncommutative correction to the vortex
decaying as 1=r
3
, which does not contribute to the line spectrum. Finally, the term in (14) is a velocity dependent
correction insensitive to the topology of the manifold.
In the commutative Aharonov-Bohm eect, the presence of the ux produces a shift in the interference pattern,
which is maximum for  = (2n+ 1)(hc=e), with n 2 Z. In such case, for a given value of n, the position of maxima
and minima are interchanged due to a change of  in the phase. However, in the noncommutative case, this change
of positions of maxima and minima might not occur: Indeed, the velocity dependent correction modies the phase
shift which, for suitable values of velocity, could even become 2 for a given n.
We nalize this section emphasizing two importants aspects of our results:
 The above results are a general property of the noncommutative Aharonov-Bohm eect, depending only on the
total ux  (if the electrons can not penetrate into the solenoid).
 If the magnetic ux e=hc is an integer there is no Aharonov-Bohm eect for the commutative case, as is well
known [5, 15]. However, in the noncommutative case the term (14) is dierent from zero even in the case
where e=hc is an integer. This a quite non-trivial characteristic of the noncommutative Aharonov-Bohm
eect that could be experimentally measured.
B. The Gauge Potentials
In this section we will evaluate the gauge potential for a nite radius solenoid orthogonal to a noncommutative
plane.


















































vanishes everywhere, except inside the















4for r > a, the radius of the solenoid.




























































is an integration constant.




































Notice that eq. (21) requires B   1.



























































where  = Ba
2
is the magnetic ux enclosed into the solenoid.



















which will be useful in solving the Schrodinger equation in the next sections.
III. BOUND STATES FOR THE NONCOMMUTATIVE AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
In this section we will solve the noncommutative Schrodinger equation (3) for an electron moving in a two-
dimensional manifold parametrized by polar coordinates (r; '), with r > a and 0 < ' < 2.
Before doing this, it is necessary to explain an important technical point: The Moyal product (2) is implicitly
written in cartesian coordinates. Therefore, in order to solve (3) in polar coordinates, one must express the ? product
in the general case.
We nd the following expression for the the Moyal product up to rst order in 














where g is the determinant of the metric.
























































































































In the following subsections, we nd explicitly the energy spectrum for the bound state Aharonov-Bohm eect.
A. The Noncommutative Bound State Aharonov-Bohm Eect
The bound state Aharonov-Bohm eect is a result due to Peshkin et. al. [7], which establishes the ux and angular
momentum dependence of the energy spectrum, a measurable quantity in principle. In this eect one consider an
electron constrained to move between two impenetrable concentric cylinders with outer and inner radius b and a
respectively, and in the presence of a magnetic ux  contained inside the inner one.










































































































































and the following Ansatz has been used for the wave function:








Although this equation cannot be solved exactly, one can use perturbation theory in the small parameter . Since
noncommutative eects are important only at small distances 
p
, one would expect some relevant consequences in
the high energy region, k  1=
p
.
Equation (31) contains the commutative Aharonov-Bohm eect as a particular case, for  = 0. The 0-th order












with  = j`  

2








can be obtained {as usual{ by





(a) = 0 = 
`
(b); (36)








r dr = 1: (37)











j, which is possible only if = is an integer. For simplicity, to be able to apply perturbation
theory in its simplest form, in this Section we will avoid these particular values of the ux.



































































is a function of ; a; b and k only.
Since noncommutative eects are expected to occur at high energies (k a >> 1), it is enough to use in (35) the rst





















































































































































































































































































































































as a function of , for b=a = 10 and k a = 40.
where
D(; a; b; k) = 8 k

  4 a ( 1 + 4 
2
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Despite its aspect, hr
 4
i is a slowly varying function of , as can be seen in Figure 1. Moreover, for a given , hr
 4
i
rapidly approaches a constant value when k grows up, as is shown in Figure 2.
Consequently, it is the coeÆcient of hr
 4
i in (38), the cubic polynomial P (`;), which governs the shift produced
on the eigenvalues. Notice that, for given ux  and angular momentum `, the successive (large) eigenvalues of the
radial equation (31) are all shifted by the same constant. In particular, for large j`j, this constant does not change of
sign.
Therefore, even though the 0-th order spectrum depends only on  = j`   =2j, the rst order (
1
) correction
depends separately on the ux  and the angular momentum `, introducing a shift in the eigenvalues sensitive to the
sign of `.
Finally, we would to add some comments related to the relativistic case. Although in this paper we solve the
Schrodinger equation, our conclusions are valid in the relativistic case too, indeed, as the Aharonov-Bohm interaction







. However, a delicate point
is the following; as we are thinking in electrons, one should use the Dirac equation instead of the Schrodinger one. In
such case there is a critical subspace which admits non-trivial self-adjoint extensions [11, 12, 13].
In our case the boundary conditions ensures that the eigenfunctions have a nite limit for r ! 0. This could
correspond to a possible self-adjoint extension. Any case, for rst order corrections, as we have done, everything is
consistent. For the perturbation (33), the problem is dened for r  a, which ruled out the case r = 0. In spite of
this constraint, one can consider the case a! 0, but the boundary condition (36) ensures the self-adjoint properties,
as e.g. in quantum mechanics.










as a function of k a, for b=a = 10 and  = 7 
p
.
IV. SCATTERING STATES FOR THE NONCOMMUTATIVE AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
A. The perturbative solution
































Therefore, the correction to the wave function at rst order in perturbation theory results
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where the 0-th order wave function satises the boundary conditions
	
0
(a; ') = 0;
	
0








The rst equation guaranties that the electron never reaches the region r < a, while the second one is the usual
scattering condition.







































B. The Green Function























































For r 6= r
0
, (52) is just the Schrodinger equation for the commutative Aharonov-Bohm eect, whose solutions
are linear combinations of Bessel functions, as in (35). Let us introduce two linearly independent solutions of this



























(z) is the Hankel functions.




) at r = r
0



























(r) r > r
0
; (55)




















C. The free solution and the commutative case scattering theory
The last ingredient we need for computing (49) is to express appropriately 	
0






























For convenience, in what follows we will develop a partial waves analysis of the scattering amplitude, as in [15].
There are other treatments of this problem in the literature (see, for example, [5], [17] and [18]) leading to results
diering in the forward scattering term, but having the same scattering amplitude for non vanishing angles. This
justies our approach to the cross section for ' 6= 0.









(ka) = 0: (59)


















































































where we have replaced the asymptotic expression of Bessel functions inside the series.
Comparing the terms in (60) with the asymptotic expression of 
(0)
`
(r) in (57) for large values of k r (see equation











































































































(z) are the Hankel functions.
>From (65) one can easily extract the phase shifts. Indeed, from scattering theory [14], one knows that the scattering


































which provides an exact expression for the S-matrix [15].
























(j`j   ) : (69)
Equations (67)-(69) are in agreement with other derivations found in the literature [15, 16]. Notice that the phase
shifts Æ
`
do not tend to 0 for `!1; instead, they approach to non vanishing constants (see the discussion in [17]).











The explicit calculation of (70) involves several technical and conceptual diÆculties which have been source of
controversy in the past [19].































































































is the integer part of

2
and P[F (')] denotes the principal value of F (').








































































('; k) vanishes for  = 4n, with n integer. For these ux values the particles are not scattered at all
by the zero radius solenoid in the commutative case.
This formula coincides with equation (4.11) of [15], where it was obtained following a dierent procedure. The
interpretation of the forward scattering term in (74), in the context of the construction of the scattering matrix, is
considered in that reference. Many authors have discussed the presence or not of this forward scattering singular
term in the total scattering amplitude (see, for example [17]). It is not present in the original derivation by Aharonov
and Bohm [5], and can be also avoided making use of an analytic regularization as in [18]. However, as previously
pointed out, in the present work we are interested in the calculation of the dierential cross section for scattering
angles dierent from zero, where dierent approaches coincide. This justies the partial waves analysis we performed.





















which is the usual Aharonov-Bohm dierential cross section [5], vanishing for  = 2n, with n integer.
If the radius of the solenoid is dierent from zero (a > 0), one can similarly isolate the singular contributions to
the total scattering amplitude f('; k), coming from large values of ` (or equivalently, from large values of ). Using
appropriate large order expansions for the Hankel functions, one nds that the coeÆcient f
`
is given in this case by
the RHS of (68) plus terms rapidly decreasing with `, which lead to absolutely convergent series (summing up to
continuous functions of '). Therefore, the singular terms found in (74) for f
0






are also present in f('; k).
V. FIRST ORDER NONCOMMUTATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
In this section we calculate the rst order (
1
) perturbative correction to the scattering amplitude f('; k). This
will allow to nd the rst noncommutative (singular) corrections to the dierential cross section.
In doing so, we must evaluate 	
1
(x) in (49), with 	
0
(x) given in (57), (63) and (64), and G(x;x
0
) given in (51),
(55) and (56).

































































































Since we are interested in the noncommutative corrections to the scattering amplitude, we should consider the
asymptotic behavior of 
(1)
`
(r) for r !1. The expansions for large arguments of Bessel function in (41) allows to see
that the second term into the brackets in the RHS of (76) decreases faster than the rst one, and can be discarded.
For arbitrary a > 0, the integrand in the rst term is too complicated to give a closed solution to this integral, and
some simplication is necessary. For this reason, we will analyze it only in the a! 0 limit.
12

































































(r) does not depend on a.
Then, for  > 1 [25] the coeÆcient of 
(1)
`



















































is the integer part of

2
), then  = ` 

2









































































Multiplying this expression by e
i`'
and summing on ` from `
0

























] + : : :

; (84)
where the ! 0
+
limit is understood, and the dots stand for continuos functions of '.





, we have  =

2
  `, and a similar calculation (where the sum on ` is taken from  1 to
`
0
























] + : : :

: (85)
where again, the limit ! 0
+
is understood and the dots represent continuos functions of '.






















































In conclusion, as the incident particles are very energetic and the scattering angle is very small, the main contribu-










































































log(') + continuous functions of ': (88)
Notice that the most singular terms in the scattering amplitude, which are  k
 1=2
, are corrected by noncommutative
terms   k
3=2
. Moreover, for  = 4n, with n integer, the 0-th order singular terms in the amplitude vanish,
contrarily to the noncomutative corrections, which are dierent from zero.
































+ less singular terms: (89)
Now, if the magnetic ux is quantized as  = 2n, with n integer, the dierential cross section at small angles is









+ less singular terms: (90)
It is interesting to note that, contrarily to the usual Aharonov-Bohm eect, in the noncommutative case the dierential
scattering cross section is dierent from zero when the magnetic ux is quantized.
Apparently, this correction ( 
2
) could be relevant at high energies. This simple formula will allow us to extract
interesting physical information, as we will see in the next section.
VI. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ESTIMATIONS FOR SPATIAL NONCOMMUTATIVE EFFECTS
As mentioned in the introduction, the Aharonov-Bohm eect is an important mechanism to explain other physical
phenomena. This point of view has been used in the past, and some applications of this idea are cosmic strings and
GUT [8], anyons[21] and also three-dimensional gravity[16].
In this section we will analyse experimental possibilities of detecting noncommutative signals via the Aharonov-
Bohm eect. Our numerical estimations {as we will see below{ show that these relics could be explored in particle
physics experiments involving energies between 200 and 300 GeV, if the present bound for  is correct.
In order to estimate a bound for the  parameter, rst we note that, since noncommutative eects are tiny, the
corrections to the dierential cross section could be, typically, of the order of the cross section for neutrino events
 10
 3
nb. If we choose the scattering angle between 1 and 2 degrees, and take an energy 200 GeV as the highest
















which is in agreement with the bound given in [9].
Thus, precise measurements of the dierential cross section for small angles could give us information about spatial
noncommutativity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Three relevant properties of the remarkable phenomenon of noncommutative Aharonov-Bohm eect have been
found in the present paper:
14
 Pattern fringes can appear even when the magnetic ux is quantized, contrarily to the commutative case.
 The dierential cross section, given by (90), is dierent from zero when the magnetic ux is quantized.
 Our results allow for an estimation of a bound for the noncommutative parameter , which is in agreement with
[9].
The rst property, in principle, could be veried in a Tonomura like experiment, if an appropriate incident electron
beam is available. Our estimations suggest, however, that the incident electron beam energy should be much larger
than the energy reached in these experiments [22]. Thus, an experimental verication should be searched in high
energy physics experiments and, specially, by measuring dierential cross sections for small angles.
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APPENDIX A: NOTE ON THE RELATIVISTIC AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
In this appendix, we would like to discuss some implications of the relativistic Aharonov-Bohm eect.












where  is the magnetic ux and the function F
jn+j

























are Bessel functions. For the the relativistic case the calculation is similar. Indeed, after































where T = N (0)(t   t
0
) with N (0) the einbein.




















































[x; y], respectively, the wave and Green functions for the n-th homotopy class [23].
Thus, from (A6) one see that the relativistic character of the system is contained in K
n
and only the exponential
factor, which does not depend on the energy, is responsible for the fringe pattern. This result reects the topological
nature of the commutative Aharonov-Bohm eect. However, our formula (14) shows us that the noncommutative
Ahararonov-Bohm eect is radically dierent because the fringe pattern must change when the electrons are getting
higher energies.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (73)









































; since the exponents coincide
modulo 2. Moreover, if `  `
0
+ 1 then j` 

2
j = `  

2












































































where we have introduced the positive parameter  to properly dene these sums.
































































where P[: : :] means principal value.
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